[Current situation, problem analyses and its countermeasure of formulae of traditional Chinese medicine (FTCM) preventing and curing tumor angiogenesis].
Malignant tumor is the common disease that threaten severely to people's health. Formulae of traditional Chinese medicine (FTCM), as the major component of traditional drugs, has played more important role on the prevention and cure to tumor. The Folkman's theory that tumorous growth depends on tumor neovascularization has been confirmed so many years, so to inhibit the tumor angiogenesis, is an important path to treat tumor. The research of FTCM to antagonizing tumor angiogenesis in our country has been started more lately. Since it has been reported some FTCMs can inhibit angiogenesis, and it also exists many problems. The article summarized the correlated research of FTCM to antagonize tumor angiogenesis for the past several years, and according this, analyzed, stated and commented to the problems, countermeasures, development and direction of PTCM to antagonize tumor angiogenesis.